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QUESTION 1

A company purchases two sets of Huawei horizontally extended file storage, which are deployed in the production data
center and the disaster recovery data center. The storage administrator needs to create a replication zone channel
between two storage systems, which of the following option descriptions is correct () 

A. The replication zone channel is a set of communication links established in the same replication zone of the master
and slave storage systems 

B. Only one replication zone channel is allowed to be created between two storage system clusters 

C. The remote replication pair between the two clusters will correspond to their respective replication zone channels 

D. The authentication and flow control of the remote replication communication link are completed through different
channels 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

An enterprise uses Huawei OceanStor hybrid flash storage for multi-selection storage. In order to facilitate
management, the administrator uses SmartQuota 

The technology creates different Quota Trees on the root directory for departments A, B, and C to use separately.
Regarding setting quota types, which of the following the statement is correct () 

A. You can set the default catalog quota on Quota Tree 

B. You can set user quotas on Quota Tree 

C. You can set catalog quota on Quota Tree 

D. User group quota can be set on Quota Tree 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Multiple choices Among the following statements about the features of Huawei SmartPartition, which options are correct
() 

A. Support users to set the capacity of read cache and write cache separately for each SmartPartition partition 

B. The SmartPartition feature is effective for both block business and file business 

C. Support setting SmartPartition in units of business LUNs 
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D. The resources of each SmartPartition can only be accessed independently 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following descriptions of the software components of the Huawei 0 ceanstor 9000 product is correct? 

A. NDMP backup requires license support 

B. InfoStamper supports creating a snapshot of the root directory 

C. The ceanstor9000 system defaults to load in a round-robin manner 

D. InfoAllocator controls the user\\'s use of storage space by capacity or number of files 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

OceanStor 9000 adopts Erasure code technology to protect data. If a site has 6 nodes, And the customer wants to
ensure that the data can be recovered even if three disks are broken in one strip, the redundancy protection levels that
can be adopted are: 

A. 4+3:1 

B. 6+3 

C. 4+2 

D. 12+3:1 

Correct Answer: AD 
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